Proteins interact with each other to form macromolecular complexes in which the activities of each member can be affected by the presence or absence of the other components of the complex ([@B1], [@B2]). Characterizing protein-protein interactions (PPIs)[^1^](#G1){ref-type="fn"} system-wide will thus greatly aid accurate regulatory and metabolic models of cells.

Two methods have chiefly been used to identify PPIs at high throughput: yeast two hybrid (Y2H) screens and affinity purification---mass spectrometry (AP-MS) ([@B2]). The accuracy of the "interactomes" resulting from such screens, however, is a matter of debate (*e.g.* ([@B3][@B4]--[@B5])). By analyzing AP-MS data with a more stringent approach than used previously, we have previously identified several hundred PPIs for each of the bacteria *Escherichia coli* and *Desulfovibrio vulgaris* ([@B6]). These interactomes have significantly lower false discovery rates (FDRs) than nine previously published bacterial Y2H or AP-MS interactomes. In addition, the PPIs in our interactomes are much more frequently detected in independent Y2H or AP-MS experiments, encoded in the same operon, and annotated with the same function than are protein pairs identified in the earlier bacterial screens.

Given the challenge of identifying *bona fide* PPIs, we have developed an additional strategy to validate and detect protein interactomes. Historically, protein complexes were identified individually. A complex was inferred when multiple polypeptides comigrated with an associated enzyme activity through multiple separation steps (*e.g.* ([@B7][@B8][@B9]--[@B10])). Inspired by this classic approach, we have established a "tagless" strategy that detects endogenous complexes isolated from wild-type cells based on the shared elution profiles of polypeptides through multiple chromatographic steps. Like AP-MS and in contrast to Y2H screens, our tagless approach purifies individual protein complexes that can then be characterized further. Unlike AP-MS, though, our method can be scaled to high throughput in any organism because it does not require either genetic manipulation to introduce an affinity tag or the large-scale production of antibodies.

We previously demonstrated the feasibility of the tagless concept in a small-scale study in *E. coli* ([@B11]) and in an analysis of outer membrane proteins in *D. vulgaris* ([@B12]). We have also fractionated soluble proteins from *D. vulgaris* to purify 14 homomeric and two heteromeric protein complexes \>400 kDa and solved the structures of eight of these complexes by electron microscopy ([@B13]). We now show that our tagless method can be used in two ways to characterize interactions on a genome-wide scale. First, we show it can be used to compare the accuracy of proposed interactomes by determining the percent of protein pairs in each set that copurify. Second, we demonstrate that when combined with genome location information the tagless strategy can be used to identify PPIs *de novo* with an accuracy comparable to that of our high stringency AP-MS method.

Other variants of the tagless method have been developed ([@B14][@B15][@B16][@B17][@B18]--[@B19]). The one most similar to ours was used in two studies of human cell lines that reported 13,993 and 16,665 PPIs respectively ([@B16], [@B19]). However, our reanalysis of the data from both articles suggest that the majority of the novel PPIs that were not part of the training set of known gold standard PPIs are false positives. We discuss the likely accuracy of previously published interactomes.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
=======================

Cell Culture and Protein Fractionation
--------------------------------------

A 400 L culture of wild-type *D. vulgaris* was grown aerobically and harvested as described previously ([@B13]). Soluble protein extract was prepared from these cells essentially as before ([@B20]), except that cells were broken open in an extraction buffer of 25 m[m]{.smallcaps} Hepes pH 7.6, 100 m[m]{.smallcaps} KCl, 12.5 m[m]{.smallcaps} MgCl~2~, 0.1 m[m]{.smallcaps} EDTA, 2 m[m]{.smallcaps} DTT, 20% glycerol, and 1 m[m]{.smallcaps} PMSF. All subsequent separations were performed at 4 °C except for hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC), which was run at room temperature. Buffer A contained 25 m[m]{.smallcaps} HEPES pH 7.6, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 2 m[m]{.smallcaps} DTT, 0.01% (v/v) Nonidet P-40. Buffer A\' was identical to Buffer A except that Nonidet P-40 was omitted.

### 

#### Q-Sepharose Clean-up

Ten grams of soluble protein extract in extraction buffer was loaded onto a 5.0 × 30 cm, 500 ml, Q-Sepharose Fast Flow column (GE Healthcare, Chicago, Il) equilibrated with Buffer A + 50 m[m]{.smallcaps} NaCl, and the bound proteins were eluted with Buffer A + 500 m[m]{.smallcaps} NaCl. All fractions containing significant amounts of protein were pooled, resulting in a total protein yield of 7 g.

#### Ammonium Sulfate Precipitation

The pooled protein from the Q-Sepharose cleanup step was then fractionated into 6 parts by ammonium sulfate precipitation: 0--38%, 38--48%, 48--53%, 53--57%, 57--63%, and \>63% ammonium sulfate saturation.

#### MonoQ Anion Exchange Chromatography (Q-IEC)

Two ammonium sulfate fractions, 38--48% and 57--63%, each containing ∼1 g protein, were resuspended in Buffer A and then exchanged into Buffer A + 50 m[m]{.smallcaps} NaCl using a 5.0 × 30 cm, 500 ml, Sephadex G25 (GE Healthcare) column to remove contaminating ammonium sulfate. Each of these two fractions was then loaded onto a separate 3.5 × 10 cm, 96 ml Q-IEC column (GE Healthcare). The Q-IEC columns were pre-equilibrated with Buffer A + 50 m[m]{.smallcaps} NaCl and developed with a linear gradient from 50 m[m--]{.smallcaps}500 m[m]{.smallcaps} NaCl in Buffer A over 25 column volumes at a flow rate of 10 ml/min and fraction size of 24 ml. All of the Q-IEC fractions were analyzed by both native PAGE and SDS-PAGE ([supplemental Fig. S1](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)).

#### Hydrophobic Interaction Chromatography (HIC)

Every second or third Q-IEC fraction that contained significant amounts of protein (80--200 mg proteins) were each fractionated by HIC. Each Q-IEC fraction was diluted with an equal volume of Buffer A\' + 2 [m]{.smallcaps} (NH~4~)~2~SO~4~ and applied to a 5 ml HiTrap Phenyl HP column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated with Buffer A\' + 1 [m]{.smallcaps} (NH~4~)~2~SO~4~. After washing with 2 column volumes of Buffer A\' + 1 [m]{.smallcaps} (NH~4~)~2~SO~4~, the column was developed with a linear gradient from 1 [m]{.smallcaps} - 0 [m]{.smallcaps} (NH~4~)~2~SO~4~ in Buffer A\' over 15 column volumes at a flow rate of 1 ml/min and fraction size of 2.5 ml. A total of 29 HIC columns were run.

#### Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC)

Every other HIC fraction that contained a significant amount of protein (0.4--4.0 mg protein) was fractionated by a 1.6 × 60 cm, 120 ml Superdex 200 column (GE Healthcare) at a flow rate of 0.4 ml/min and fraction size of 2.5 ml. A total of 332 SEC columns were run ([supplemental Fig. S2](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)).

Tryptic Digestion and Labeling With Isobaric Tags for Relative Quantitation (iTRAQ)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### 

#### 96-well Plate Trypsin Digestion

Our protocol is based on a method originally introduced by Papac *et al.*, for protein N-deglycosylation ([@B21]) that was further adopted for protein tryptic digestion and iTRAQ labeling by Basa *et al.* ([@B22]). A Multiscreen-IP 0.45 μm 96 well plate (Millipore, Billerica, MA, MAIPN4510) was used with a multifold system apparatus (Millipore) in which protein samples, buffers and reagents are filtered through polyvinyl difluoride (PVDF) membranes. The PVDF membranes in each well were first wetted with 100 μl ethanol for 10 s, then rinsed three times with 250 μl MilliQ water and once with 50 μl 6 [m]{.smallcaps} Guanidine/HCl. 1 ml of each column fraction containing 0.2--40 μg of protein was denatured by adding 1 ml of 6 [m]{.smallcaps} Guanidine/HCl and then the proteins were bound to the PVDF membrane and the denaturant removed by application of the vacuum. The membrane bound proteins were reduced by incubating 50 μl of Tris-(2-carboxyethyl)-phosphine (TCEP) (1 mg/ml) in 6 [m]{.smallcaps} Guanidine/HCl with the membrane at 37 °C for 1 h. The reducing solution was removed and the membrane was rinsed three times with 250 μl of MilliQ water. The protein was then alkylated by addition of 50 μl 25 m[m]{.smallcaps} iodoacetamide to each well for 30 min in the dark at room temperature. Next the membrane was blocked by incubation with 100 μl of 1% polyvinylpyrrilidone (PVP)-360 solution at room temperature for 30 min. The membranes were rinsed with 250 μl MilliQ water three times. Trypsin digestion was carried out by incubating the membrane in each well with 40 μl trypsin (20 ng/μl in 0.5 [m]{.smallcaps} triethylammonium bicarbonate (TEAB), Promega, Fitchberg, WI, Sequencing Grade) for 4 h at 37 °C in a humid incubator. The tryptic peptides were eluted from the membranes into a 96-well collection plate using the vacuum. The membranes were washed twice with 10 μl ethanol, the washes being combined with the eluted peptide solutions by centrifugation of the Multiscreen-IP filter plate/collection plate at 2000 rpm using a Beckman J6-MC centrifuge.

#### iTRAQ Derivatization

4-plex (114--117) or 8-plex iTRAQ reagents (113--119, 121) (AB Sciex, Redwood City, CA) were prepared by adding 70 μl of ethanol to each vial to give a total volume of 90 μl. Large scale derivatization reactions were carried out by mixing these 90 μl aliquots with the tryptic peptides eluted from a single fraction and incubating the two at room temperature for 1 h. We also developed a protocol that used 1/8th of the iTRAQ reagent but gave the same quantification accuracy and reproducibility. In this case, 9 μl of the ethanol/iTRAQ reagent solution was mixed with 6.5 μl of digested peptides and incubated as above.

#### Forming iTRAQ Multiplexes

iTRAQ derivatized peptides from a series of column fractions were pooled into multiplexes. 8-plex labeling was preferred as it allows more fractions to be analyzed per unit time, 4-plex labeling only being used prior to the availability of 8-plex reagents. An 8-plex would have fractions derivatized with iTRAQ labels 113--119 and 121. To allow protein elution profiles to be quantitated across all selected fractions from a single column, one "joint" fraction was labeled twice with a common iTRAQ label (*e.g.* 113) that was used in two otherwise nonoverlapping multiplexes.

SEC iTRAQ derivatized fractions from the same Q-IEC fraction were pooled according to two different schemes to generate elution profiles for both SEC and HIC columns ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}*A*). To determine protein elution profiles along the SEC dimension, several distinct multiplexes were formed that together covered 19 consecutive fractions from the same SEC column. The iTRAQ derivatized fractions were generally pooled to form three multiplexes of 8, 8, and 5 fractions respectively, the 8th and 15th fractions being common to adjacent multiplexes. In early experiments when 4-plexes were employed, however, more multiplexes were required to cover a single column. To determine protein elution profiles along a single HIC dimension, 12 iTRAQ derivatized fractions were pooled from the different sizing columns run using the protein that eluted from that HIC column. Derivatized digested proteins that eluted from SEC columns at the same retention time (*i.e.* size) were pooled into pairs of multiplexes that usually contained 8 and 5 fractions respectively. This process was repeated for groups of similarly eluting fractions for other retention times ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B), yielding ∼10 sets of multiplex pairs that measure elution across a single HIC column. The combined iTRAQ derivatized fractions for each multiplex were speed vacuumed down to ∼20 μl, acidified with 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), zip-tipped (C18 Millipore) and submitted to MALDI LC MS/MS analysis.

Mass Spectrometry and Identification of Proteins
------------------------------------------------

### 

#### Reversed Phase HPLC Peptide Fractionation

iTRAQ-labeled peptide mixtures were separated by reversed phase chromatography using an Ultimate 3000 dual column HPLC system (Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA) that was set up in a parallel configuration and equipped with a pair of reversed phase LC Packings/Dionex Monolithic PepSwift-DVB trap and analytical columns (200 μm × 1 cm and 200 μm × 5 cm, respectively). The LC system was operated in a swinging fashion to allow for a simultaneous peptide fractionation and column equilibration using an active and a resting column, respectively. A linear LC gradient (flow rate of 2.5 μl/min) was used, in which the percentage of mobile phase B \[80% acetonitrile, 0.05% TFA in water\] in mobile phase A \[0.05% TFA in water\] was increased from 0% at 5 min to 60% at 19 min. Starting from 9.7 min, the LC eluates were mixed with MALDI matrix \[5 mg/ml α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA) in 80% acetonitrile/0.05% TFA\], containing 10 m[m]{.smallcaps} ammonium phosphate and 20 fmol/μl of \[Glu^1^\]-fibrinopeptide B (Glu-Fib) as internal calibration standard and spotted onto a blank MALDI plate (AB Sciex) using a SunChrom Fraction Collector/Spotter (Sunchrom, Friedrichsdorf, Germany). Each sample was fractionated into 129 fractions over an 8-min collection time, with a frequency of 3.66 s per spot. Typically, fractions from 10--12 LC runs were placed on a MALDI plate.

#### MALDI Mass Spectrometry

The majority of analyses were performed using a 4800 MALDI TOF/TOF mass spectrometer (AB Sciex) operated using 4000 Series Explorer software (version 3.5.28193; build 1011, AB Sciex). External calibration based on Plate Model software (AB Sciex) was applied. Internal one-point calibration using the monoisotopic mass of the spiked Glu-Fib (m/z 1570.677) as a reference was performed for all spectra that met the preset internal standard data quality criteria (minimum accuracy of 0.2 Da and signal-to-noise (S/N) of 50). The total number of shots per spectrum was 800--1500 for MS and 1500--4000 for MS/MS, the latter using the vendor\'s supplied "stop conditions" software, which automatically stopped data acquisition once all the specified criteria were reached (an estimated S/N of 60 for an accumulated spectrum, and a minimum of 4 peaks above the S/N threshold at m/z \>200, excluding a 100 m/z range directly below the precursor mass). The fixed laser intensity of 3800--4500 and 4700--5500 was used in MS and MS/MS modes, respectively. Collision cell was floated at 1 kV and ambient air was used as a collision gas; gauge read the pressure of ∼5E-07 bar. Using the Interpretation Method algorithm for the 4000 Series Explorer software, the 12 most abundant peaks per MS spectrum (*i.e.* per spot) were automatically selected for MS/MS and fragmented in order of diminishing precursor intensity. Trypsin autolysis peaks were excluded from MS/MS analysis. A small portion of the data were acquired using AB Sciex 5800 TOF/TOF mass spectrometer while employing an iterative MS/MS acquisition routine, as described elsewhere ([@B23]).

#### Identifying Proteins and Quantitating Their Abundance from MS Data

The AB Sciex search engine ProteinPilot™ v. 3.0 and 4.0 with the Paragon™ Method algorithm ([@B24]) was employed for protein identification and calculation of relative protein abundances. The ProteinPilot "Add TOF/TOF Data" module was used to extract raw MS data stored in an Oracle database for direct submission to a search engine. Early in the project a custom database containing *D vulgaris* proteins, seven protein standards and commonly encountered contaminants (a total of 3688 entries) was employed. The subsequent, majority of analyses (∼88%) utilized an extended database (a total of 51,283 entries) that included 6-frame translated products of the *D. vulgaris* genome. The following settings for the Paragon Method were utilized: iTRAQ 8-plex or 4-plex (peptide labeled) for "Sample Type"; iodoacetamide for "Cys Alkylation"; trypsin for "Digestion"; 4800 for "Instrument"; none for "Species"; and thorough ID for "Search Effort". None of the options for "Special Factors" and "ID Focus" were selected. "Detected Protein Threshold" was set to 0.47 (66.0%). The presence of at least one peptide matched with a confidence of 95% was used as a threshold for considering a protein for further analysis. Competitor protein identifications based on same evidence (spectra) explained by alternate hypotheses of the same confidence were included ([supplemental Data set S1](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). After subsequent filtering described below, however, all proteins present in pairs that co-occur with CC values ≥0.85 or are part the 200 high confidence PPIs were detected by at least one peptide with a confidence of 99% and were ranked as primary identifications.

The average relative abundance of each polypeptide was calculated on the basis of relative ratio values of constituent peptides using default settings of a ProteinPilot algorithm that employs stringent criteria of eligibility for inclusion into a data pool. Specifically, the following data were excluded from quantitation: (1) peptides matched with confidence \< 15%); (2) peptides that could be matched to more than one protein with an Unused ProtScore of at least 1.3; (3) spectra for which the alternate peptide hypothesis had at least some minimal confidence (\>1%) (4) peptides with low intensity signals (sum of the S/N for all the reagent pairs is \< 9); (5) peptides with partial iTRAQ modifications; (6) Peptides with a combined feature probability \< 30%, *e.g.* semitryptic peptides, peptides with low probability modifications and peptides with large delta masses. Neither bias correction nor background subtraction options were employed. The ProteinPilot generated relative abundances were then normalized for each polypeptide by arbitrarily assigning a value of 1 to the fraction in which the polypeptide had the highest abundance within a multiplex and recalculating its relative abundances in all other fractions using the apex-associated iTRAQ reagent as a denominator.

Before using these mass spectrometry data to validate and identify PPIs ribosomal proteins and abundant chaperonins (DVU0811, DnaK; DVU0812, GrpE; DVU1976, GroEL; DVU1977, GroES) were removed because these highly abundant proteins had been shown to lead to many potential false positives in AP-MS data ([@B6]) and because the RNA component of the ribosome makes it atypical. After this data filtering, 1,242 unique proteins remained in the data set ([supplemental Data set S2](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)).

Other Bacterial Interactome Data
--------------------------------

The PPIs and reciprocally confirmed PPIs for nine bacterial Y2H and AP-MS interactomes ([@B25][@B26][@B27][@B28][@B29][@B30][@B31][@B32]--[@B33]) were derived as previously ([@B6]). Homologs and interologs between species were determined as before, as was the percent overlap between different interactomes ([@B6]). Three benchmark sets of well characterized PPIs were defined for the EcoCyc protein complexes and for reciprocally confirmed bait-prey, prey-bait pairs from Y2H and AP-MS screens as previously ([@B6]).

Validating Protein Interactomes
-------------------------------

Co-occurring protein pairs in the tagless data set were defined as pairs where both proteins were detected in the fractions of the same iTRAQ multiplex ([supplemental Data set S3](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). To quantitate the similarity of elution profiles, Pearson cross-correlation values (CC values) were computed for each multiplex for each pair of proteins that were confidently detected and for which iTRAQ raw intensity values were ≥0.01 for at least one of the proteins in ≥3 fractions. For each pair, the maximum CC scores for the pair in the SEC and separately in the HIC dimensions were determined and used in all subsequent analyses ([supplemental Data set S3](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the distributions of these maximum CC values for the SEC and HIC dimensions for sets of protein pairs expected to interact and pairs expected not to interact.

The enrichment of co-occurring pairs with high CC values in sets of PPIs from different species was determined as shown in [supplemental Table S1](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1). The fraction of protein pairs that have CC values ≥0.85 in both HIC and SEC dimensions was normalized by the fraction of all interologs for a species that have CC values ≥0.85 in both HIC and SEC dimensions, irrespective of whether there is any evidence these pairs interact ([supplemental Table S1](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). This normalization removes small variations in the proportion of conserved protein pairs between species that tend to be highly correlated, which likely reflects differences in abundances of conserved *versus* all proteins. These normalized values are those referred to as "PPI fold enrichment" in the Results section ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

Identifying PPIs de novo
------------------------

### 

#### Gold Standards

Curated gold standard sets of interacting and noninteracting pairs of proteins used previously to identify PPIs from AP-MS data were employed ([@B6]). Of the 536 gold standard positive pairs, 57 co-occurred in at least one multiplex in our data set. Of the 27,542 gold standard negative pairs, 1068 co-occurred in the same multiplex. The co-occurring gold standard pairs present in the tagless data set are indicated in [supplemental Data set S3](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1).

#### Features to Distinguish Bona Fide PPIs from Noninteracting Protein Pairs

Eight features (scoring functions) for each co-occurring pair of proteins were defined to distinguish *bona fide* PPIs from pairs that do not interact. (1) Maximal Pearson correlation coefficient (CC) from multiplexes in the SEC dimension, as defined above. These scores range from −1 to +1. If the two proteins were never observed in the same SEC multiplex under the conditions of data dependent precursor ion selection used in the study, a score of −1 was assigned.(2) Maximal Pearson correlation coefficient (CC) over the HIC dimension, calculated as for ([@B1]).(3) Dice\'s coefficient for comigration of two proteins over all multiplexes. The number of times two proteins have been observed together in a multiplex divided by the sum of individual observances of each protein in all the multiplexes ([@B34]). This feature helps to resolve the problem of "frequent fliers," which are either proteins that tend to bind nonspecifically to many other proteins or highly abundant proteins detected in many fractions. For frequent fliers this value is close to zero, whereas for proteins that form specific interactions the value is higher.(4) Peptide ratio. The number of unique peptide sequences detected by MS provides an approximation of protein abundance. We expect that components of stable protein complexes might be more abundant when they copurify with other members of the complex. For each protein in a given multiplex we compute a ratio between the number of unique peptides observed and the maximal number of peptides observed for the protein across all multiplexes. For a co-occurring pair in a given multiplex, we assign the score of the smaller of the peptide ratios calculated for the two proteins. Finally, for each pair of proteins, we assign the score of the maximal value for the pair over all multiplexes.(5) Minimal number of proteins. Some regions of fractional space are more populated than others. The presence of a higher number of proteins in a fraction leads, by chance, to more highly correlated pairs. We expect less dense regions of fractional space to contain fewer false positives. For each pair of proteins we assign a score as the number of proteins in the multiplex with the fewest total number of proteins in which the two proteins co-eluted with a CC score of at least 0.85.(6) STRING - Neighborhood. A feature from the STRING database ([@B35]) that reflects how frequently in bacterial species the two genes appear nearby on a chromosome.(7) STRING - Co-occurrence. A feature from the STRING database that reflects how frequently two genes co-appear (anywhere) in a genome across bacterial species.(8) STRING - Fusion. A feature from the STRING database that reflects how frequently a gene fusion event happens between the two genes across bacterial species.

Distributions of scores for all eight features on our gold standard sets are shown in [supplemental Figs. S6--S13](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1) and the values given for each co-occurring pair in [supplemental Data set S3](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1).

#### Predicting PPIs

We trained two separate logistic regression classifiers to predict PPIs, using the gold standard sets. One classifier used only the first five features, and the second logistic regression used all eight. The set of predictions from the first classifier is referred to as the "MS-only" set and predictions from the second classifier are referred to as the "MS+STRING" set.

We tested the performance of both classifiers using a cross-validation procedure optimized for our specific problem in which individual interaction pairs cannot be considered as independent measurements because some may share the same proteins ([@B36]). At each iteration of cross-validation, all proteins from a single operon were selected and all their interactions (both within and outside the operon) were used for validation and the rest were used for training. We call this procedure one-operon-out cross validation. We first applied a threshold that gives a 20% FDR based on the cross-validation tests. This identified 201 MS-only PPIs and 300 MS+STRING PPIs. A subset of 200 these PPIs were then classified as high confidence PPIs based on high logistic regression score and being more highly enriched in multiple PPI quality metrics, see "Results" and [supplemental Data set S4](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1). The distributions of scores for all five MS-only regression features for the 200 high confidence tagless PPIs are shown in [supplemental Fig. S14](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1). These distributions closely resemble those for the same features measured on the gold standard positive proteins (compare [supplemental Figs. S14](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1) with [supplemental Figs. S6--S10](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). Thus the logistic regression that included the additional three STRING features did not rely solely on these features, but also strongly relied on the MS data to determine likely PPIs.

Experimental Design and Statistical Rational
--------------------------------------------

This project determines high confidence PPIs using a logistic regression that combines multiple different features from the mass spectrometry data, described above. For this reason, no single aspect of the mass spectrometry data, such as reproducibility between technical or biological replicas, provides the most telling measure of accuracy. Instead, the fundamental criteria for judging the accuracy of our high confidence PPIs are the FDRs calculated using gold standard and gold negative protein pairs, see above, and the additional quality metrics shown in the Results section. Our analysis indicates that the PPIs in our high confidence interactome are comparable in accuracy to those in three benchmark sets of validated PPIs: the EcoCyc data set and AP-MS and Y2H PPIs that have been reciprocally confirmed in biological replicas as bait prey and prey bait pairs. In contrast, by the same suite of criteria, nine previously proposed bacterial interactomes are much less accurate.

That said the reproducibility of our tagless assay is revealed in two further ways. First, *bona fide* protein pairs copurify in both of two different, orthogonal chromatography separations much more frequently than randomly chosen protein pairs ([Figs. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Second, three of the features used in the logistic regression (Dice\'s coefficient, maximum CC SEC, and maximum CC HIC) measure copurification in separate events. Strong scores in multiple of these features are highly favored by the logistic regression ([supplemental Data set S4](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)).

Estimating a False-Negative Rate and the Overlap Expected Between D. vulgaris Interactomes
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

There are 79 PPIs from the gold standard positive set where both proteins are found somewhere among the 1,242 proteins in the tagless fractions. 18 of these are in the 200 high confidence tagless PPIs, thus the false negative rate is 1 - (18/79) = 77%. The false negative rate for our *D. vulgaris* AP-MS interactome has previously been estimated at 69% by a similar approach ([@B6]).

Out of 459 AP-MS PPIs and 200 high confidence tagless PPIs identified in this study, 60 are present in both sets. Of the AP-MS PPIs, both partner proteins for 308 pairs are found somewhere in the tagless fractions, though not necessarily in the same fractions. Thus, the percent of AP-MS PPIs not found in the tagless fractions is 1 - (60/308) = 80%, which is quite close to the 77% false negative rate we estimate for the tagless method.

Of our 200 high confidence tagless PPIs, both partner proteins for 143 pairs are among the proteins detected in our previous AP-MS screen, though not necessarily in the same affinity purifications. Thus, the percent of high confidence tagless PPIs not found to interact in the AP-MS screen is 1 - (60/143) = 58%, which is actually lower than the 69% false negative rate for the AP-MS screen. The overlap between our AP-MS and tagless interactomes is thus close to that expected based on their false negative rates and could be said to provide partially independent support for these false negative rate estimates.

Reanalysis of Havugimana et al.\'s and Wan et al.\'s Tagless Interactomes
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Havugimana *et al.* and Wan *et al.* defined gold standard positive and negative protein pairs using the CORUM data set ([@B37]). Havugimana *et al.* divided these each into four independent quarters ([@B16]) and used two gold positive/negative quarters in a machine learning approach to define 35,956 "tagless-only" PPIs at an estimated 20% FDR based on copurification of nuclear and, separately, cytoplasmic fractions ([supplemental Data set S6](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). The other two gold positive/negative quarters were used in a subsequent filtering and clustering step that employed gene expression and other data to identify 13,993 "high confidence" PPIs from the tagless-only PPIs, again at an estimated 20% FDR ([@B16]) ([supplemental Data set S6](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). Of these PPIs, 4596 were identical to PPIs in the CORUM gold standards, whereas the remaining 9395 were novel ([supplemental Table S4](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). Wan *et al.* define 16,655 high confidence PPIs using a filtered set of CORUM PPIs as gold standards (see their [Supplemental Table 2](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1) ([@B19])). Of these, 4176 were identical to PPIs in the CORUM gold standards, whereas the remaining 12,479 were novel ([supplemental Table S5](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)).

For Havugimana *et al.*\'s 35,956 tagless-only PPIs, we re-estimated the FDR using that portion of the complete gold standard CORUM data set held out during training of the classifiers ([supplemental Data sets S7 and S8](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). Of the 9188 pairs in the cytoplasmic fraction, there are 296 positive and 773 negative held out CORUM gold standard PPIs, a 72% FDR. Of the 27,211 pairs in the nuclear fraction, there are 142 positive and 643 negative held out gold standard PPIs, an 82% FDR. Overall the FDR for the tagless-only protein pairs is thus 76%. Separately, if we calculate the FDR of the tagless only PPIs using the same portion of the gold standards that Havugimana *et al.* used, we replicate their FDR estimate of 20%. Assuming that the held in and held out parts of the gold standards were randomly selected from CORUM by Havugimana *et al.*, the two portions should give the same FDR estimate.

We also employed a total of 114,754 PPIs from three BioGrid data sets ([@B38]) that are each largely independent of the CORUM gold standards used by Havugimana *et al.* and Wan *et al.* ([supplemental Data set S6](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). The three BioGrid data sets are derived from AP-MS data, Y2H data and other physical interaction assays respectively. The overlap between each BioGrid data set and Havugimana *et al.* \'s and Wan *et al.* \'s PPIs are shown in [supplemental Tables S4 and S5](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1) respectively. The overlap is on average seven- to eight-fold higher for PPIs that were also in the gold standard positive sets than for the novel PPIs identified in the high confidence sets. We assume that the PPIs from the CORUM gold standard positive sets should be equally well supported by BioGrid data as the novel high confidence PPIs. Thus, even if the CORUM gold standard positive sets used by Havugimana *et al.* and Wan *et al.* were 100% accurate, the novel PPI sets would be only 12.5% (100/8) to 14.3% (100/7) accurate. This implies that the FDRs for the novel protein pairs should be at least 85%, and will be higher if the CORUM gold standards contain a significant number of false positives.

A concern with our analysis is the possibility that the *bona fide* PPIs in the BioGrid data sets largely overlap with the CORUM data set, whereas the false positives in BioGrid may not. To test this we performed the following comparison. The overlap between the BioGrid AP-MS data set and the other two BioGrid data sets combined contains 5,566 PPIs, corresponding to a 14% or a 16% overlap depending on the direction considered. If the same overlap analysis is repeated, but those PPIs also present in CORUM are removed from each of the three BioGrid data sets, the overlap now contains 4201 PPIs, or 11% or 12% of PPIs. That is, the non CORUM part of the BioGrid AP-MS data set is similarly enriched for *bona fide* PPIs as the complete BioGrid AP-MS data set. Therefore, the novel PPIs identified by Havugimana *et al.* and Wan *et al.* at high confidence are not well supported by the data in BioGrid.

We have also determined the overlap between the novel PPIs identified in the two high confidence interactomes. Out of the 9395 and 12,479 novel PPIs in the two interactomes, only 652 PPIs are found in both. That is only 6.9% of Havugimana *et al.* \'s novel PPIs are found in Wan *et al.* \'s interactome and 5.2% of Wan *et al.* \'s novel PPIs are found in Havugimana *et al.* \'s interactome.

Data Reporting
--------------

All raw MS files and associated ProteinPilot search engine results files were uploaded to the UCSD Center for Computational Mass Spectrometry, MassIVE, and can be downloaded on line (MassIVE identifier: MSV000079440; ProteomeXchange identifier: PXD003392). A spectral library containing annotated MS/MS spectra for DvH protein identifications, including MS/MS spectra for the great majority of proteins identified on the basis of a single peptide has been deposited at the Panoramaweb site (39) and can be viewed at Panorama Public, project title: "Tagless_analysis_of_protein-protein_interactions_in_Desulfovibrio_vulgaris". A small minority of single peptide hit spectra that could not be uploaded to Panoramaweb are provided in supplemental Dataset S9. The protein interactions have been submitted to the IntAct database and assigned the identifier EBI-11695284.

RESULTS
=======

A Large Scale Fractionation Detects Over a Third of the Proteome
----------------------------------------------------------------

To allow detection of a large number of proteins after extensive fractionation, 10 g of soluble protein was extracted from a crude cell lysate of 400L of wild-type *D. vulgaris* cell culture. This crude extract was separated by ammonium sulfate precipitation, followed by three successive highly parallel chromatographic steps ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}): MonoQ anion exchange Chromatography (Q-IEC); Hydrophobic Interaction Chromatography (HIC); and Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC) (Experimental Procedures, ([@B13])). To avoid redundantly analyzing similar fractions, every second or third fraction from each proceeding separation step was used as input to the subsequent step (Experimental Procedures, [supplemental Fig. S1](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)).

![**Scheme for the tagless fractionation.** Ten grams of soluble protein cellular extract was subject to Ammonium Sulfate (AS) precipitation. Two out of the resulting six fractions were then subject to MonoQ ion exchange (Q-IEC) chromatography. 26 fractions from the Q-IEC column from the 38--48% AS step were separated by Hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC), whereas only 3 Q-IEC fractions from the 57--63% AS step were separated by HIC. 332 fractions from the HIC dimension were then each subject to Size exclusion chromatography (SEC), generating a set of 5273 SEC fractions that were subject to two dimensional iTRAQ mass spectrometry as described in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}*A*. Only a small subset of the HIC and SEC columns run are shown. The black lines below each fractionation step show those fractions subject to further separation or, in the case of the SEC fractions, to iTRAQ MS/MS analysis.](zjw0061653490001){#F1}

Each fraction from the SEC dimension was digested with trypsin and the resulting peptides labeled with isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantitation (iTRAQ) ([@B40]) to quantitate relative abundances of each protein between fractions (Experimental Procedures). Samples were combined to form iTRAQ multiplexes that contained between 3--8 SEC fractions for simultaneous mass spectrometry. Two patterns of iTRAQ labeling were used ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}*A*). In one, successive fractions from the same SEC column were labeled to determine the elution profiles of each protein across that column. In the second, the equivalent fractions from multiple SEC columns (*i.e.* fractions with the same retention time, same sized proteins) were labeled to allow the elution of proteins across the HIC column to be inferred ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}*A*). A total of 1472 distinct iTRAQ-labeled multiplexes were obtained and assayed by MALDI MS (Experimental Procedures).

![**Two dimensional iTRAQ labeling reveals elution profiles in SEC and HIC dimensions.** *A*, Left are shown 22 fractions eluted from a single HIC column. Every other fraction (11 blue disks) was separated on an SEC column, each producing 19 SEC fractions (red disks). The resulting total of 11 × 19 = 228 SEC fractions were digested with trypsin and each digested sample split into several portions to be used for mapping protein elution across the SEC and HIC dimensions (see Experimental Procedures). Two or more portions of each fraction were labeled with an iTRAQ reagent and combined with other fractions labeled with different isobaric iTRAQ reagents to form multiplexes. Multiplexes of up to 8 fractions are allowed by iTRAQ, and thus several multiplexes are required to determine the elution profiles across each column. A common "joint" fraction was included in adjacent multiplexes. Fractions were combined to form multiplexes that track protein elution along the SEC dimension (horizontal) and, separately, along the HIC dimension (vertical). For simplicity only three joined series of multiplexes are shown for each dimension, but from a single HIC column typically 10 joined series would cover the HIC dimension and 10--12 the SEC dimension. *B*, The iTRAQ elution profiles of proteins across the HIC dimension (top) and the SEC dimension (bottom) are shown. Only one joined series is shown for each dimension out of the larger number of series obtained for every HIC column run and its associated SEC fractions. The black arrows indicate the particular HIC fraction that was separated to produce the SEC profiles and the SEC fractions that were joined into multiplexes to generate profiles of a subset of the proteins eluting on the HIC dimension. The profiles for the alpha and beta subunits of indolepyruvate ferredoxin oxidoreductase (DVU1950 and DVU1951) are shown in bold green. The profiles of all other proteins detected are shown in red (SEC dimension) and blue (HIC dimension).](zjw0061653490002){#F2}

The proteins detected were relatively evenly distributed across the SEC fractions, with a median of 25 proteins per fraction ([supplemental Fig. S2](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). A small number of proteins appeared in at least 500 fractions, whereas 56% of all proteins appeared in fewer than 50 ([supplemental Fig. S3](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). The detected proteins span all functional classifications, but are biased toward genes that are more highly expressed ([supplemental Fig. S4](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). 1242 proteins were confidently identified not counting ribosomal proteins and chaperonins, which were excluded from our analysis of interacting protein pairs (Experimental Procedures, [supplemental Data sets S1 and S2](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). This represents 36% of the 3403 proteins annotated in the *D. vulgaris* genome.

Known PPIs Have Highly Correlated Elution Profiles in Multiple Dimensions
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

There are 770,661 possible pairwise combinations among the 1242 proteins in our data set. Because of the extensive fractionation employed, however, for only 146,792 (19%) of these pairs do both members co-occur in at least one SEC or HIC iTRAQ multiplex ([supplemental Data set S3](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). We refer to a case where two proteins are found in some of the same factions as a co-occurring pair. Members of the same protein complex should not only co-occur, though, but should also have similar elution profiles. Indeed, as an example, the alpha and beta subunits of indolepyruvate ferredoxin oxidoreductase have similar elution profiles in both the HIC and SEC dimensions, whereas many other proteins in these same fractions have very different profiles ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}*B*). Simlarly, members of other well characterized complexes also copurify closely with each other ([supplemental Fig. S5](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). Therefore, to better quantitate the degree to which proteins copurify, Pearson cross-correlation values (CC values) were computed for each iTRAQ multiplex for both the SEC and separately the HIC dimensions. Each co-occurring protein pair was assigned the maximum CC value for that pair for the SEC and, separately, for the HIC dimension. Co-occurring pairs with higher CC values are more likely to be *bona fide* interacting members of a protein complex than are co-occurring pairs with low CC values.

We have established three independent "benchmark" sets of well characterized PPIs ([@B6]) (Experimental Procedures). One was based on protein interactions from the *E. coli* EcoCyc data set, which is a manually curated set of interactions identified from low throughput experiments in the literature ([@B41]). The other two comprise the 2--3% of protein pairs from the published AP-MS or Y2H screens that have been reciprocally confirmed as both bait-prey and prey-bait pairs in the same experiment. In addition, we identified a large set of "negative" protein pairs that are unlikely to interact, based on the failure to observe such interactions in extensive analyses of *E. coli* protein complexes ([@B6]) (Experimental Procedures). For each of these four sets, "interologs" were defined where both members of the pair were mapped to homologs in *D. vulgaris* and are present among the 1242 proteins identified in the tagless fractions (Experimental Procedures; [supplemental Table S1](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)).

PPIs from our three benchmark sets co-occur in the same fractions 2.2--2.7 fold more often than do members of the negative protein pairs or of the 146,792 co-occurring pairs ([supplemental Table S1](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). In addition, PPIs in the three benchmark sets are much more likely to have high maximum CC values in both the HIC and SEC dimensions than seen for all co-occurring protein pairs or for negative protein pairs ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; [supplemental Table S1](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). Thirty-six to 45% of co-occurring benchmark PPIs have CC values \>0.85, whereas only 9--10% of all co-occurring pairs or negative pairs have CC values \>0.85 ([supplemental Table S1](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1), column 3/column 6).

![**Distribution of the Pearson cross correlation (CC) scores for the SEC and HIC dimensions.** Each plot shows the percentage of protein pairs in a given set that have the indicated maximum CC values for the SEC and the HIC dimensions. The two rows at −1 show the CC values where protein pairs are only detected in one dimension only. *A*, The set of all 146,792 co-occurring protein pairs. *B*, 1496 negative protein pairs unlikely to interact. *C*, 31 EcoCyc complex PPIs. *D*, 28 reciprocally confirmed AP-MS PPIs. *E*, 11 reciprocally confirmed Y2H PPIs. *D--E* are largely interologs of protein pairs defined using data from other species, except that some of the reciprocally confirmed AP-MS PPIs in *D* are from our *D. vulgaris* AP-MS interactome.](zjw0061653490003){#F3}

To provide a measure that combines the propensity of *bona fide* PPIs to co-occur and have high CC values, we calculated a "PPI fold enrichment" value as follows. For each group of protein pairs, we calculated the fraction of its interologs that co-occur in both HIC and SEC dimensions with CC values ≥0.85 as a fraction of all interologs from that set present among the 1242 detected proteins ([supplemental Table S1](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1), column 7). We then determined the fold enrichment of these values over the values seen for all pairs of co-occurring interologs for the given species, irrespective of whether these interologs interact ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; [supplemental Table S1](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1), column 11; see Methods for further details). The three benchmark sets have PPI fold enrichments of 7.2--10.1 *versus* values of 1.0 and 0.9 for all co-occurring pairs or the negative pairs.

![**Enrichment of highly correlated, co-occurring protein pairs.** The PPI fold enrichment of co-occurring protein pairs with CC values in both HIC and SEC dimensions ≥0.85 (Experimental Procedures; [supplemental Table S1](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1))). PPI fold enrichments are shown for different sets of protein pairs. To the left are the three benchmark data sets, though in this case *D. vulgaris* pairs were not included in the reciprocal AP-MS PPIs. Next are our two AP-MS interactomes for *D. vulgaris* and *E. coli*; the set of negative pairs unlikely to interact and the set of all co occurring protein pairs; and finally the nine earlier Y2H and AP-MS interactomes. The set of all co occurring protein pairs by definition have a PPI fold enrichment of 1.](zjw0061653490004){#F4}

A Tagless Assay to Validate PPI Data Sets
-----------------------------------------

Our previous work identified several hundred high confidence PPIs from AP-MS data for *D. vulgaris* and *E. coli*, and in addition suggested that nine other Y2H and AP-MS bacterial interactomes are dominated by protein pairs lacking the characteristics expected of *bona fide* PPIs ([@B6]). To further compare the properties of these various interactomes, we have exploited our tagless data set by calculating the PPI fold enrichment for each interactome. Our *D. vulgaris* and *E. coli* AP-MS interactomes are enriched in highly correlated protein pairs as well or better than the three benchmark PPIs. Importantly, our high confidence AP-MS data sets have PPI fold enrichments that are two to 20-fold higher than seen for the nine other proposed interactomes. Thus, consistent with our earlier results, the majority of protein pairs in these nine other interactomes are different in character from either our two high confidence AP-MS PPIs or the three benchmark PPIs.

Our *D. vulgaris* AP-MS interactome, though, has a PPI fold enrichment score that is ∼two-fold larger than that of our *E. coli* AP-MS interactome or the three benchmark data sets. This suggests that not all physical interactions are conserved between species, even when the proteins that participate in these interactions are conserved. This tendency is modest, however, and does not impact the comparison, for example, between the various PPI sets from *E. coli*. Thus although our tagless validation assay moderately favors sets of PPIs from the species used for the tagless fractionation, it can nevertheless clearly distinguish the properties of interactomes from a range of species.

Identifying PPIs from Tagless Data
----------------------------------

Given the strong tendency for well-characterized PPIs to have high CC values, it might be assumed that it is straight forward to identify *bona fide* PPIs from the tagless data. There are, however, 13,693 co-occurring protein pairs with maximum CC values ≥0.85 in both the HIC and SEC dimensions. The maximum CC values for all 146,792 co-occurring protein pairs show a similar distribution to those of the negative set of pairs ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that the majority of co-occurring pairs with CC values ≥0.85 do not in fact form stable interactions. Instead, most of these protein pairs likely represent the fortuitous comigration of proteins that result because of the large number proteins present in each fraction. Thus, additional criteria are needed to distinguish between protein pairs that physically interact from those that do not.

We therefore established logistic regression, machine learning to combine up to eight features and rank co-occurring pairs by the confidence that they are *bona fide* PPIs, see Experimental Procedures. Five features derive only from the tagless mass spectrometry data and include the CC values in the HIC and SEC dimensions as well as the frequency with which protein pairs co-occur in the same fractions. The remaining three features are based on genome location and capture the tendency for two genes to be present in the same operon across a range of species, using information from the Search Tool for the Retrieval of Interacting Genes/Proteins (STRING) ([@B35]). The logistic regression was trained on a gold standard positive set of likely PPIs and a gold standard negative set of noninteracting protein pairs ([@B6]) (Experimental Procedures). All eight features show strong enrichment of pairs from the gold positive set over pairs from the gold negative set ([supplemental Figs. S6--S13](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)), indicating that each feature can partially distinguish true positives from false positive PPIs. Cross-validation ensured that gold standard complexes used for training were excluded from the validation step.

When using just the five mass spectrometry only features in the logistic regression, 201 "MS-only" PPIs were identified at 20% FDR ([supplemental Table S2](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). When using all eight features, 300 "MS+STRING" PPIs were detected at 20% FDR ([supplemental Table S2](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). FDR estimates, however, are subject to error. For example, only two gold negative and nine gold positives protein pairs were detected among the MS-only protein pairs ([supplemental Table S2](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). Such small numbers allow only an approximate FDR estimate to be made. Therefore, we adopted five additional PPI quality metrics to identify high confidence PPIs: the percent of protein pairs encoded in the same operon; the enrichment of protein pairs whose members share the same functional annotation by The Institute of Genome Research (TIGR role); the fraction of protein pairs found in our high confidence AP-MS interactome for *D. vulgaris*; the fraction of protein pairs found in at least one of the three AP-MS interactomes for *E. coli* or *M. pneumoniae*; and the fraction of PPIs that are found in at least one Y2H interactome (Experimental Procedures; ([@B6])).

The protein pairs in the MS-only and MS+STRING sets that have high logistic regression scores also have higher PPI quality metrics and more frequently include gold positive PPIs than the protein pairs with lower logistic regression scores ([supplemental Data sets S3 and S4](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1); [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). We therefore divided the logistic regression rank lists to select PPIs that had quality metrics similar to those of our three benchmark sets, which identified the top 51 MS-only PPIs and the top 200 MS+STRING PPIs. Those MS-only and MS+STRING protein pairs excluded from these "top" sets have much lower PPI quality metric scores and include no gold positive PPIs, suggesting that they are predominantly false positives ([supplemental Table S2](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1), [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![**PPI quality metrics for benchmark data sets and high and low confidence *D. vulgaris* tagless protein pair sets.** The top three rows show metrics for benchmark bacterial data sets: the EcoCyc complexes ([@B41]), and protein pairs that have been reciprocally confirmed in either four AP-MS studies, including ours, or in six Y2H studies (Experimental Procedures) ([@B6]). The remaining rows show metrics for sets of protein pairs identified by the MS-only and MS+STRING logistic regressions. The regression scores were used to rank and separate PPIs into a high and low scoring set in each case. The numbers of protein pairs in each set are given in brackets. The columns show from left to right: the percent of pairs whose members are encoded in the same operon; fold enrichment of pairs for which both members have the same TIGR role over that expected among randomly chosen pairs; percent overlap with PPIs from the *D. vulgaris* AP-MS interactome; percent overlap with a combined set of interologs from the three bacterial AP-MS interactomes for other bacterial species; and percent overlap with a combined set of interologs from the six bacterial Y2H interactomes (Experimental Procedures; [supplemental Table S2](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)).](zjw0061653490005){#F5}

We then compared the overlap between the protein pairs identified in the two top sets. The 18 PPIs from the top 51 MS-only set that are also found in the top 200 MS+STRING set contain virtually all of the PPIs validated by our quality metrics, whereas the nonoverlapping 33 pairs do not and thus are likely false positives ([supplemental Table S2](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). We conclude that it is not possible to identify a useful number of PPIs from our tagless data set at an acceptable FDR without using additional information, such as genome location. We therefore designated the top 200 MS+STRING set as our "high confidence" tagless set, [supplemental Data set S4](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1).

Although these high confidence PPIs were defined in part using genome location data, they are well supported by the tagless fractionation data. The 200 PPIs each have CC values ≥0.85 in at least one HIC or SEC column ([supplemental Data set S4](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). In addition, collectively they are enriched in each of the five MS only regression features to a similar degree as the gold standard positives (compare [supplemental Fig. S14](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1) with [supplemental Figs. S6--S13](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). Thus although the genome location data was essential for identifying bona fide PPIs, our logistic regression did not rely solely on this information, but instead weighted strongly the evidence for physical interaction provided by the tagless data.

Validating the Tagless Interactome
----------------------------------

To provide separate evidence validating our high confidence tagless PPIs, we compared them to the PPIs we identified for the same species by AP-MS. Out of a total of 599 PPIs present in at least one of these two interactomes, 60 were identified in both, 140 only in the tagless interactomes and 399 only in the AP-MS interactome. Although this overlap may seem small, if only cases where both members of a pair are present in each interactome are considered, 65% of tagless PPIs are identified in the AP-MS interactome and 60% of the AP-MS PPIs are identified in the tagless interactome. In addition, because both assays fail to detect many PPIs, a complete overlap is not expected. Based on the false negative rates of 69% for the AP-MS study and 77% for the tagless screen, the overlap between the AP-MS and tagless interactome is within 3% of what one would expect, see Experimental Procedures. Thus, our two *D. vulgaris* screens strongly cross validate each other.

To further validate the accuracy of high confidence tagless PPIs for *D. vulgaris*, we first combined it with the AP-MS PPIs to create a single interactome ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}; [supplemental Data set S5](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). We then compared the enrichment of multiple PPI quality metrics in this combined interactome, our tagless interactome, our AP-MS interactome, the three benchmark sets, and the nine other bacterial interactomes ([supplemental Table S3](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1); [Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). For all six quality metrics examined, our combined and our tagless interactomes have similar properties to the three benchmark sets and our AP-MS interactomes, whereas the other nine interactomes have lower quality metric scores. Three of these metrics, though, were partially or fully used in the selection of the tagless interactome: same operon, same TIGR role, and fold enrichment in high CC values. This selection bias could lead to false positives in the tagless interactome being enriched in these three metrics. These biases, however, do not apply to the other three PPI quality metrics used in [Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}. In addition, the tagless and the combined interactomes have a connectivity similar to that of the EcoCyc data set and of our AP-MS interactomes and are much less connected than the nine other interactomes ([supplemental Table S3](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). Thus, the properties of the tagless and the combined interactomes further support the conclusion that the nine other bacterial interactomes are dominated by protein pairs that are not well supported by other independent data. The similarities in properties of our tagless and the combined interactomes and the gold standards provides additional evidence that our tagless PPIs are strongly enriched in *bona fide* PPIs.

![**Combined AP-MS and tagless interactome for *D. vulgaris*.** All 599 interactions present in the union of our high confidence AP-MS and tagless interactomes are shown. PPIs in both the AP-MS and tagless interactomes are shown in blue; PPIs only present in the tagless interactome are shown in orange; and PPIs only in the AP-MS interactome are shown in gray. PPIs also supported by additional evidence from gold standard positives or from AP-MS or Y2H screens in other bacteria are shown by wavy lines. Green ellipses show examples of complexes annotated in other species, as labeled.](zjw0061653490006){#F6}

![**PPI quality metrics for benchmark data sets and proposed bacterial interactomes.** The top three rows show metrics for the three benchmark data sets described in [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. The remaining rows show metrics for our tagless, AP-MS and combined interactomes; the three other AP-MS interactomes ([@B25][@B26]--[@B27]); and the six Y2H data sets ([@B28][@B29][@B30][@B31][@B32]--[@B33]), see Experimental Procedures. The numbers of protein pairs in each set are given in brackets. The left most column shows the FDR estimated using gold standard positive and negatives sets based only on complexes from the EcoCyc data set or, in the case of the non *E. coli* studies, their interologs. The right most column shows the fold enrichment of highly correlated co-occurring protein pairs found in our tagless assay ([supplemental Table S1](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). The remaining columns are as in [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. Data sets for which genome location data was used in addition to interaction data to identify protein pairs are indicated with \*.](zjw0061653490007){#F7}

The accuracy of our tagless interactome is further supported by other experimental evidence on individual protein complexes (see [supplemental Text S1](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1) for detailed discussion). For example, the 60 PPIs identified by both AP-MS and tagless methods include many protein complexes well characterized in other experiments: *e.g.* ATP synthase, dissimilatory sulfite reductase, carbomyl phosphate synthase, and RNA polymerase ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, [supplemental Fig. S15](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). In addition, many PPIs identified at high confidence by the tagless method but not by our AP-MS screen are supported by physical interaction data from another species: *e.g.* the interaction between flagella proteins FliS and FlaB1; formate dehydrogenase and a formate dehydrogenase formation protein; HypD and HypE hydrogenase maturation proteins; phosphoribosylformylglycinamidine synthases I and II; and Qmo oxidoreductase and adenyl sulfate reductase alpha subunit ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, [supplemental Fig. S15](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)).

Reanalysis of Two Human Tagless Interactomes
--------------------------------------------

Of the other tagless screens published to date, only two closely related surveys by Havugimana *et al.* and Wan *et al.* are comparable to ours in that they measure quantitative copurification profiles across multiple separation methods on a large scale ([@B16], [@B19]). From 5584 proteins detected in human cell lines, Havugimana *et al.* defined 35,956 "tagless-only" PPIs at 20% FDR based only on the tagless copurification of protein pairs. They then identified 13,993 "high confidence" PPIs by filtering the tagless-only PPIs using data on mRNA coexpression and protein interactions in other species. Wan *et al.* extended this study by including further tagless data for humans and for other animals to generate 16,655 high confidence human PPIs. Because the two high confidence human tagless interactomes identify 20 times more PPIs per detected protein than our tagless interactome, we have reanalyzed Havugimana *et al.* and Wan *et al.* \'s results to determine if their approach is more effective than ours.

Havugimana *et al.* determined the FDR of the 35,956 tagless-only PPIs using one half of a set of gold standard positive and negative PPIs that were based on the CORUM database. We re-estimated the FDR for the tagless-only PPIs using the other half of Havugimana *et al.* \'s gold standards that had been held out (see Experimental Procedures). This re-estimated FDR is 76%, in contrast to the estimate of 20% that both Havugimana *et al.* and we obtain using the original half of the gold standards. This disparity suggest that the classifier generated by Havugimana *et al.* was over fit for characteristics specific to the originally used half of the gold standards and as a result their FDR estimate is unreliable.

To estimate the accuracy of the two high confidence interactomes, we first employed 114,754 PPIs from three BioGrid data sets ([@B38]) that are largely independent from the CORUM gold standards used by Havugimana *et al.* and Wan *et al.*, see Experimental Procedures. We divided each of the high confidence tagless interactomes into ∼ 4000 PPIs that were part of the gold standard positives used to define them and \>9000 novel PPIs ([supplemental Tables S4 and S5](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). The novel PPIs overlap with the BioGrid data seven- to eight-fold less often than the PPIs that were gold standard positives ([supplemental Tables S4 and S5](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1),). This implies that the FDRs for the novel protein pairs should be at least 85%, and will be higher if the gold standards contain a significant number of false positives (see Experimental Procedures for explanation).

In addition, despite the fact that the two interactomes are based on similar data and analysis methods, the overlap between the novel PPIs identified in both is very low. Out of the 9395 and 12,479 novel PPIs in the two tagless interactomes, only 652 PPIs are in common, less that a 7% overlap (Experimental Procedures). This poor reproducibility is consistent with our 85% FDR estimate for the novel protein pairs.

DISCUSSION
==========

It is challenging to confidently identify PPIs using high throughput methods such as Y2H and AP-MS. For example, there is a poor overlap between protein pairs identified in different screens, even when these screens are performed in the same species ([@B3], [@B4], [@B6], [@B42])). In addition, there are many low affinity, nonfunctional interactions that are not under evolutionary constraint but instead arise by chance between short segments of proteins ([@B43]). This has led to different interpretations of high throughput interactomes. One interpretation is that a high proportion of their protein pairs are false positives that do not interact (*e.g.* ([@B3], [@B4])). Alternatively, it could be that most pairs are genuine interactions, but these are not well replicated between screens because of high false negative rates, the rapid evolution of PPIs between species, and/or the different specificities of the AP-MS and Y2H methods for detecting classes of interaction (*e.g.* ([@B32], [@B44])).

To address these challenges, we have previously established a more stringent analysis strategy for AP-MS data and used it to identify several hundred PPIs each for the bacteria *D. vulgaris* and *E. coli* ([@B6]). These two interactomes have significantly lower FDRs than nine earlier AP-MS and Y2H interactomes for bacteria and are much more enriched in protein pairs that have similar functions or are reproducibly detected in other interaction assays ([@B6]) ([Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that the nine earlier bacterial interactomes are dominated by false positives that do not interact.

Here we have provided further support for this idea using a tagless assay. In this approach, a crude extract of native *D. vulgaris* proteins is subjected to extensive chromatographic separation and the relative levels of proteins eluting in each column fraction are quantitated using iTRAQ LC MALDI MS ([Figs. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The protein partners from our two AP-MS interactomes copurify with each other as frequently as the protein pairs in three benchmark data sets of well characterized PPIs: the EcoCyc complexes from *E. coli* and the ∼3% of PPIs that are reciprocally confirmed as bait-prey and prey-bait pairs in nine Y2H or AP-MS screens of bacteria ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the full set of all protein pairs from the nine other bacterial interactomes copurify two- to 20-fold less often ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Because none of the other nine bacterial interactomes or the benchmark data sets are from the same class of bacteria as *D. vulgaris*, the comparison of these data sets is limited to that subset of proposed PPIs whose partners are both present in *D. vulgaris*. Nonetheless, the results in our tagless validation assay mirrors other properties measured for all members of each interactome, such as the tendency to be encoded in the same operon or to share the same functional annotation ([Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that our cross species comparison is valid.

It might be suggested that most protein pairs detected by Y2H are *bona fide* PPIs, but because they interact at low affinity they cannot be detected by the tagless method. Indeed, Y2H can detect interactions of as little as micro molar affinity ([@B45]), and these will not survive the hours of fractionation and varied buffer conditions employed in our tagless protocol. The benchmark Y2H reciprocal PPIs, however, are as well enriched in protein pairs that copurify in the tagless assay as our *E. coli* AP-MS PPIs and the other two benchmark data sets ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that interologs for most Y2H protein pairs fail to copurify in the tagless assay, not because they are low affinity, *bona fide* PPIs, but because they are inherently irreproducible even in the Y2H assay and thus likely false positives.

In addition to using our tagless assay to validate existing interactomes, we have also used it in combination with genomic location data to identify *de novo* 200 PPIs. These tagless-identified PPIs have similar properties to our AP-MS interactomes and the three benchmark interactomes ([Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}; [supplemental Table S3](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)). In addition, these 200 PPIs overlap with our AP-MS interactome for *D.vulgaris* within 3% of expectation, once FDRs and false negative rates are taken into account, Experimental Procedures. Thus, two different biochemical purification screens, AP-MS and tagless, both identify sets of protein pairs with similar characteristics.

Although we have not analyzed the published eukaryotic AP-MS and Y2H interactomes, the protocols used to identify these PPIs are similar to those used to identify the nine bacterial interactomes we examined ([@B42], [@B46][@B47][@B48][@B49][@B50][@B51]--[@B52]). As a result, the, eukaryotic interactomes could also have higher FDRs than originally claimed ([@B6]).

Several other variants of the tagless method have been published ([@B14][@B15][@B16][@B17][@B18]--[@B19]). The two most similar to ours also generate quantitative, coelution profiles across several chromatography steps ([@B16], [@B19]). In these studies of human cell lines, ∼20-fold more PPIs were reported per detected protein than identified in our *D. vulgaris* study. Although this difference might reflect a difference in the connectivity of interactomes in animals *versus* bacteria, our reanalysis of the human tagless data sets suggest that at least 85% of the novel protein pairs identified are false positives, see "Results." Just as Y2H and AP-MS data sets can suffer from a high background of false positives, tagless data sets also require careful analysis to limit the FDR.

The only other system-wide tagless screen was performed on the archaeon *Pyrococcus furiosus* ([@B14]). This screen required that PPIs be encoded by genes located close to each other in the genome, similar to the strategy we found necessary to identify high confidence PPIs from our tagless data set. The *P. furiosus* screen, however, did not create quantitative elution profiles of protein abundance, which our analysis indicates is a powerful indicator of the likelihood that a pair of proteins physically interact ([Figs. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}*B*, [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; [supplemental Figs. S5--S7](http://www.mcponline.org/cgi/content/full/M115.057117/DC1)).

Tagless screens provide a useful new class of evidence for deciphering the structure of protein interactomes. Given the unmet challenge of determining a full interactome at both low FDR and low false negative rate, however, additional refinements of this and the other high throughput screens will be required to gain a complete picture of protein interaction networks.
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Author contributions: JJ, MDB, MS, J-MC, and HEW designed and conceived the experiment. MES, JTG, and TCH cultured *D. vulgaris*. MD, MC, JJ and MDB performed and managed the purification of proteins from *D. vulgaris*. HL, LLY, JJ, SCH, SJF and HEW performed and coordinated all mass-spectrometry analysis of purified *D. vulgaris* proteins. MS, SEB, MDB and J-MC analyzed and interpreted mass-spectrometry data, generated statistical models and generated protein-protein interaction predictions. GB, MDB, MS and J-MC interpreted protein interaction data and compared the *D. vulgaris* PPI network to those in other species. GB, MS, J-MC, MDB, and HEW wrote and edited the paper.
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